**TAILTIPS**

- Should you happen to crease your monofin, simply remove the insert from the neoprene cover. With adult supervision, use a hand-held blow dryer, warm the insert and gently reshape the crease out. It’s that easy!

- Real mermaids don’t like to rub their fins against rough surfaces, so you shouldn’t either!

- Do not use in hot tubs as the high heat can cause your tail to lose its elasticity.

**MERMAID TAIL & MONOFIN SAFETY + CARE**

**AVOID RUBBING THE TAIL OR SCRAPING THE FIN AGAINST ROUGH & HARD SURFACES.**

This will damage the tail and is not covered by our warranty. Like any swimsuit material, when rubbed it will show signs of wear & tear and/or pilling.

**RINSE YOUR MONOFIN & MERMAID TAIL THOROUGHLY AFTER SWIMMING.**

Use clean water to remove chlorine, salt and/or sand.

**MAKE SURE YOU DRY YOUR MERMAID TAIL & MONOFIN COVER BEFORE STORING THEM.**

This will prolong the life of your monofin. Hang to air dry.

**FOLLOW THE WASHING INSTRUCTIONS ON THE TAG OF YOUR FIN FUN PRODUCT.**

Some of our products are machine washable, while others are not. Use the product tag information for best results.

**REFUND & RETURN INFORMATION**

Visit our website for Refund & Return Restrictions

www.finfun.com

or contact us by email or phone

PHONE: 1-844-4FINFUN
CustomerCare@finfun.com

MAIN OFFICE
3018 North Holmes
Idaho Falls, ID 83401

**STOP READ BEFORE USE**

You’ve just received the most advanced monofin on the market, engineered for safety, comfort & performance.

Follow the instructions inside for the best mermaiding experience possible.

We thank you for your purchase and are happy that you chose to dream with us!
BE MERMAID TAIL READY

DO NOT USE YOUR MERMAID TAIL OR MONOFIN UNTIL YOU’VE COMPLETED ALL THESE STEPS

WATCH THE VIDEOS AND FOLLOW ALONG AT www_FINFUN.com/Mermaid-Tail-Safety
CHECK EACH BOX AS STEPS ARE COMPLETED

#1 BACK FLOAT □
#2 FRONT FLOAT □
#3 ROLL FROM FRONT TO BACK FLOAT □
#4 TREAD WATER FOR 60 SECONDS □
#5 SWIM 25 METERS UNASSISTED □
#6 PRACTICE YOUR DOLPHIN KICK □

Quick Release Method
REMOVING YOUR TAIL & MONOFIN IN THE WATER

#1 PRESS ONE FOOT DOWN AGAINST THE MONOFIN WHILE PULLING UP AND OUT WITH THE OTHER

#2 REPEAT FOR OTHER FOOT & PUSH OFF YOUR MONOFIN

#3 PULL DOWN MERMAID TAIL BELOW HIPS & SWIM OUT OF YOUR MERMAID TAIL
MONOFIN SHOULD REMAIN IN THE TAIL WHEN REMOVING

SAFETY RULES

FOLLOW THESE RULES FOR PROPER MERMAID SAFETY AND YOU’LL BE SWIMMING LIKE A MERMAID IN NO TIME!

ALWAYS USE UNDER ADULT SUPERVISION

BE MERMAID TAIL READY (Follow Steps 1-6 page left)

DO NOT SWIM OR DIVE THROUGH OBJECTS THAT CAN TRAP YOUR TAIL

ONLY SWIM AS A MERMAID WHERE YOU WOULD SAFELY SWIM AS A HUMAN

KNOW YOUR LIMIT, SWIM WITHIN IT! Do not dive or swim too deep beyond your abilities

ENSURE A PROPER FIT & USE CORRECT SIZE MONOFIN
Make sure the monofin calfs are wrapped around your ankles and that the monofin is secure on your feet.

LEARN & PRACTICE THE QUICK RELEASE METHOD REMOVING YOUR TAIL & MONOFIN IN THE WATER (See Illustration to the left)

PUT ON YOUR TAIL AT THE EDGE OF THE WATER
Stay SAFE and keep your tail looking beautiful. DO NOT HOP on or across hard surfaces!

WATCH WHERE YOU’RE GOING & NEVER SWIM ALONE
Be courteous and aware of your surroundings.

TAIL TIPS

We know it’s a bummer, but humans do not have gills. Breathe like a human and don’t hold your breath too long.

RESPECT THE WATER. WE RECOMMEND SWIMMING IN CLEAR, CALM WATERS.

SEE BACK FOR TAIL & MONOFIN CARE INSTRUCTIONS